
5 mistakes to avoid in writing personal 
narratives 
 

Are you worried about the mistakes that you make in narrative writing? or have you failed to 

bring effectiveness in your writing? don’t worry, there are some common mistakes that many 

of you make. You can easily avoid them if you know about them or with simple research. 

Here are some mistakes that you need to avoid in order to write an excellent narrative write 

essay for me . 

A Slow Start  

The common mistake that everyone makes is that you start an essay without any planning and 

end up writing an uninteresting introduction. The only thing that can make your essay catchy is 

a creative beginning but most writers give their essay a slow start. Either you extend one point 

too much or you use a lot of content words to explain your point of view and this one thing 

makes the readers lose their interest at write essay. 

Use of Second Person Narration  

The one thing you keep forgetting is that in the personal narratives, you are supposed to write 

on the events that you have experienced yourself. Using a second-person pronoun means you 

are explaining the other person’s point of view or feelings. In the write an essay for me, you tell 

that you have experienced yourself and how you felt about it. It is subjective So avoid this 

common mistake and stick to the first-person narration only. 
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Explaining every movement  

No doubt that you are writing about your experiences and you are supposed to focus on 

multiple events and moments. But it does not mean that you need to explain every movement 

and detail. It can make your writing more monotonous and readers can lose interest very easily. 

To skilled writers, I preferred to be more selective and concise and it should be the rule that 

you may also follow. You can be more careful with the content that you are including in the 

essay. 

Lack of Organization 

Imagine you are on a road trip and you do not follow the same road as you are moving here and 

there permanently. Of course, you will miss your original track and get lost in the middle of 
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your trip. The same goes for the personal narratives in which you should be more organized and 

coherent so that the readers don’t feel lost in the essay. 

You can add details and focus on multiple points that seem to be connected with your 

experiences but mix all the points in one paragraph. To reliable essay writing service, the 

important thing I keep focused on is organization and structure. If your essay lacks structure 

then your essay will fail to reach its purpose. 

Tell, don’t show  

 This point is the opposite of the basic rule of narrative writing “Show, don’t tell”. Many writers 

do explain all their events and experiences in writing but they fail to add their personal insight 

into it. The main reason behind this mistake is that you forget to use figurative language and 

you make use of your five senses. 

So instead of showing the readers about the experience, you just tell them that “I have done 

this and I went there” which ruins your whole essay at writing service. 

Use of Over Dramatic elements  

No doubt, you have to attract the audience’s attention through your writing but it does not 

mean that you can go for extensive use of dramatic elements. It means you add too much 

tragedy in the story, or you add extra suspense. Everything should be within the limit. These 

points can make your essay look unrealistic and fake so be careful about using these elements. 

Lack of Vocabulary 

Adding too many content words, repetition of the same words or the sentence structure 

vanishes all the effective elements of your writing. Either your essay sounds too boring or too 
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clinical so it's better if you just bring in diversity in your word choice and vocabulary. You can 

use multiple idioms and phrases but don’t repeat them. 

Lack of Revision  

In the first draft, you make a lot of mistakes and many of you just finish your essay and send it 

to the editor. It results in rejection and you can get low grades as well. So, you should either 

proofread it yourself or you can ask some online website to “write my essay” or just revise it by 

proofreading it. It’s up to you but avoiding this step is a major mistake that most people do. 

Everyone makes mistakes in writing but it is your responsibility to overcome errors by reading 

about them, or by simply through a guide CollegeEssay. So be careful about the mistakes if you 

want to write an effective personal narrative. 
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